
USES
PRESERVED BLACK TRUFFLE 

The following document shows how to use 
our black truffle preserved products in the kitchen.



Whole black truffle
The product 

At Laumont we select only the best whole pieces of seasonal black truffle (Tuber melanosporum), and 
we heat sterilize it in the same jar, to present it ready to use. A product made to give a gourmet touch 
to many easy dishes that we can prepare at home, to satisfy the most demanding palates. 

Consumption 

We recommend grating it or slicing it on top of those dishes where we want to enhance the  aroma and 
flavour, and give a much more special final touch. The whole preserved black truffle combines very well 
in both hot and cold dishes, and can even be used in many sweet dishes. 

Use 

We recommend slicing it with a slicer that many truffle lovers probably already have at home, or we can 
also grate it with the utensils that we usually have in the kitchen. 

With the whole black truffle we can give a touch to many dishes, and it will go very well with pasta, eggs, 
rice and white and red meats.  

Below are several examples of how to use the whole black truffle in some everyday dishes, and how, 
thanks to this great product, we can obtain top-notch recipes: 
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Eggs cooked with black truffle 

For this recipe, once we take the eggs out of the oven, slice the black truffle on top and 
serve. 

Toast with Iberian ham and black truffle 

Once we have covered the toast with the Iberian ham, we slice the black truffle on top 
and it is ready to eat.
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Open omelette with prawns, bacon, wild mushrooms and black truffles  

In this case, when we have the open omelette cooked with the prawns, the bacon and 
the wild mushrooms, we only need to grate the preserved black truffle on top.
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 Black truffle peeling
The product           

The black truffle peeling is the Tuber melanosporum truffle, one of the most prestigious products in 
kitchens all over the world, which we laminate and cook in preserves without any type of preservative, 
only with its juice and a little salt. This way we get a product ready to use, and that will allow to obtain 
great dishes that will satisfy the most sybarite palates.
 
Consumption          

We recommend its use to give a final touch and to flavour dishes by simply adding a few slices of 
authentic black truffle. The juice that accompanies the product can also be used, as with just a few 
drops we can season our dishes and enhance the flavour of the truffle. 

In addition, the black truffle peeling is an excellent product to use in those more elaborate dishes in 
which we prepare a stuffing, since with a sheet of black truffle inside we will get a surprising and very 
exquisite dish with truffle as the protagonist.   

Use            
 
Its use is very simple and practical as this product comes already sliced and with just a spoon or 
tweezers, we choose the sheets and we can apply them in our recipes.

With the whole black truffle peeling we can give a touch to an endless number of dishes, and it will go 
very well with vegetables, pasta, eggs, rice and white and red meats.  

Below are several recipes to see the use we can make of the black truffle peeling. 
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Cream of pumpkin soup with black truffle      

Once we have prepared the pumpkin cream and it is hot, we add the black truffle peeling 
and the rest of the ingredients with which we will accompany it.

Truffled meatballs          

When we prepare the meat to make the meatballs, inside each meatball we add a slice 
of truffle peel. 
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Sautéed vegetables with black truffles        

Once the vegetables are sautéed and on the plate, add the black truffle. 
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 Truffle breakings
The product           

The black truffle breakings is the Tuber melanosporum truffle, renowned for its high culinary qualities, 
which we grate and cook in preserves without preservatives, only with its own juice and salt. This way 
the black truffle preserves all its properties and flavour to the maximum, and this is possible because we 
use authentic black truffle selected at its optimum moment. This product is ready to use in the kitchen 
and will help to improve exponentially an endless number of dishes.

Consumption          

We recommend its use to truffle the best dishes in a simple way and with a very elegant flavour. We 
can therefore add it while preparing a recipe and mixing the black truffle breakings with the rest of the 
ingredients, such as in a parmentier, or distribute the truffle just before serving on top of the dish so that 
it has greater presence and stands out. 

Use            

In the case of the breakings, the black truffle comes already grated and with its juice, so with just a 
spoon we can use it in a wide variety of recipes, sweet and savoury, also in hot and cold dishes. 

In addition, the juice that accompanies the breakings will help us to flavour the dish, or if we prefer we 
can keep it to prepare a sauce.

With the whole black truffle breakings, we can give a touch to an endless number of dishes, and it will 
be very good for truffling oils, sauces and white meat fillings. 

Here is how we can use the black truffle breakings in recipes at home: 
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Chicken supreme with black truffle        

Finish the dish by adding the truffle breakings on top of the chicken breast, giving it a 
very special touch. 

Beef Carpaccio with black truffle and parmesan cheese    

When we have placed the veal carpaccio on the plate, we add the black truffle with the 
help of a brush. 
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Magret of duck with truffled pear jam        

We incorporate black truffle breakings in the pear jam to truffle this accompaniment.

Truffled Potato Parmentier         

When the potato is well cooked, add the butter and the black truffle breakings. 
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BLACK TRUFFLE JUICE
The product           

The truffle juice is the extract of the fresh black truffle that we get from the first cooking, so it is a 
concentrated juice with all the aroma of the best truffles Tuber melanosportum that we select and 
choose to offer an exquisite product.  

Consumption          

We recommend its use to truffle stews and sauces, and it is also a great ally to give a special touch to 
our daily dishes, as well as to surprise on big occasions. Black truffle juice is a very versatile product that 
we can use in simpler dishes and in large casseroles.

Use            
 
The black truffle juice is very interesting to use in hot recipes, and we add it when cooking the sauce 
or when the stew is simmering. This way we will be able to truffle our dishes and the aroma of the fresh 
black truffle will impregnate all the ingredients of the recipe. 

With the juice of whole black truffle we can give a touch to an endless number of dishes, and it will go 
very well with truffle sauces and stews made with white and red meats. 

Here are some of these recipes in which we recommend you to use the black truffle juice:
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Roast beef cannelloni with truffled béchamel sauce     

When we prepare the béchamel sauce we add the black truffle juice.  

 

Spaghetti with truffled carbonara sauce      

Add the juice when preparing the eggs for the sauce.  
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Gnocchi with vegetables and truffled tomatoes     

Once the vegetables and tomato sauce are cooked, add the black truffle juice and cook 
for a few more minutes. 
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